Siemens PTI attends European Utility Week 2017

Siemens PTI was proud to showcase our services and expertise at one of the largest European smart energy events in Amsterdam, Netherlands from October 3-5, 2017 as the diamond sponsor. The event welcomed over 400 speakers focusing on topics related to utilities and “Smart” energy technologies. Attendees were able to take part in various hot topic sessions, VIP sessions, welcome receptions, and more.

Siemens was pleased to hold the EUW welcome reception at the larger Siemens booth. Among the many activities our experts participated in at EUW, Siemens PTI presented Highlight topics and joined the Conference with several contributions:

Highlight topic Streamlined Renewable Integration – Power Planning via GIS Integration by Siemens and Bentley

Energy systems as we know it are changing dramatically - from centralized generation plants to a flexible, intelligent distribution system with many different stakeholders, from consumers to prosumers, and other factors which are increasing the complexity of the grid. With the ever-growing complexity, new challenges are being faced by transmission and distribution network operators.

With the Siemens and Bentley Solution, customers can address DER related planning and design challenges that utility and industrial prosumers face in-light of regulatory / resilience demands.

Learn more by watching this exclusive interview from the 2017 EUW with Ton de Vries, Business Development Director at Bentley. He answers the question, why Siemens and Bentley are combining their capabilities for transmission and distribution network operators.

“Creating new Businesses & Optimizing Existing Operations”

…was the title of the third session of the Digitalization track. It was part of the most popular Summit session, which not only drew the highest attendance rate amongst delegates, but also sparked the most discussion from the industry. It was chaired by Christian Heuer, Global Head of PTI’s Business Advisory Team.

“The major agreement between all the participants in my session was that, although Digitalization will play a very important role in the near future, it must be seen as a journey and not a project. We learn by both our successes and our mistakes as we progress in this journey”. And during this journey, I think things are going to change for everyone, from a customer perspective of course, but also from a business one.”

Christian adds: “Not only DSOs and TSOs are going to play a major role in the transformation of the Energy Sector, by transforming first of all themselves and their services to the people. Any type of utility will need to rethink their role due to the transformation of the Energy Sector, along with any type of player on the energy playing field”. So how are we going to achieve all of this from a business and customer perspective? Find out more by contacting our Energy Business Advisory Team and visit the EUW Blog: http://www.european-utility-week.com/blog1-digitalization.